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The ASPSN Board of Directors recently concluded their summer board meeting in Nashville in my
home. Two of the things we accomplished were revision of the Policy and Procedure Manual and the
update of our strategic plan to focus on growth for ASPSN. At no expense to ASPSN membership,
we were able to complete tasks in one weekend that would have taken multiple conference calls.
Watch for an upcoming e-blast concerning a summer sizzler discount on membership to ASPSN. Start
talking to your colleagues about joining ASPSN, not only for excellent continuing education but for
the invaluable networking opportunities. I promise they will not be disappointed.
Also, the upcoming ASPSN convention in Toronto is on the horizon. The convention offers a dynamic
program, excellent networking opportunities, and a chance to get OUT OF THE COUNTRY! Make
your plans now; be sure to either renew your passport or initiate a new one. Look for the convention brochure on aspsn.org.
As a side note, your American money will be accepted in Canada. Since I have family in Canada who
know exactly what to bring me when they come to Tennessee, I will be happy to give you gift ideas
to take home from your trip.
I wish you a happy and safe summer!

LuAnn

LuAnn Buchholz, RN, CPSN
President 2009-2010

2010 Scientific Sessions Update
Georgia Elmassian, M.A., RN, CPSN, CFLE
Director, American Society of Plastic Surgical Nurses
National Convention and Scientific Sessions Program Director
The ASPSN National
Office sends out frequent
e-mail communications
with information relevant
to your practice needs.
Do we have your current
e-mail address? If we do,
you will have received
this newsletter by e-mail
from the national office.
If you did not receive
the newsletter through
e-mail, please log onto
the ASPSN website and
update your profile.

The 2010 Scientific Sessions Planning Committee has just about wrapped up the planning for the
Toronto convention. The entire Aesthetic, Reconstructive, and Management/Leadership program
for the fall meeting was designed with the intent of exploring and providing evidence-based
practice plastic surgical nursing topics, and targeting the ever-expanding scope of practice for the
conference attendees. While the meeting again this year will be packed full of educational opportunities, we always feel as if we should provide our convention attendees some sort of social and
cultural options from which to choose for a bit of fun as well. Therefore, SSPC member Amanda
Bailey, ACNP-BC, CWS, CCRN has done her “social research” and has willingly provided us with
many of her fabulous findings for convention stress relief while in Toronto. Thank you, Amanda!
FESTIVALS AND EVENTS
Royal Ontario Museum – Below is a list of featured displays, galleries, exhibitions, and events
taking place during the time of the ASPSN meeting in October. Check out tickets online at www.
rom.on.ca. General admission tickets are $22 for the day.
(continued on page 2)

2010 Scientific Sessions Update
House Calls with My Camera: Social Documentary
Portraits by Dr. Mark Nowaczynski, who took photos of his
patients during house calls to document their social plight and
physical situation.
Dinosaur Gallery
Teck Suite of Galleries: Earth’s Treasures
Schad Gallery of Bio diversity
Gallery of Gems and Gold
The Bat Cave Is Back!
Stitching Community: African-Canadian Quilts from
Southern Ontario
Dinosaur Eggs and Babies: Remarkable Fossils from
South Africa
Steam Whistle Brewery Tour – Take a tour of a beer
brewery.Visit the brewery online at www.steamwhistle.ca.Tours
range in price from $10-$26, depending on which package of
beer you select to take home with you.
Artists’ Garden – Twenty-three outdoor gardens maintained
for the last 20 years. Admission to the gardens is FREE. Go to
www.harbourfrontcentre.com for location details.
Shaw Festival Theater – Visit www.shawfest.com to determine the location of each of the individual theaters participating
in the Festival for 2010, show times and show dates. Below is a
list of the theaters and their specific plays going on during the
time the ASPSN will be in Toronto.
Royal George Theater presents:
Harvey by Mary Chase
Half an Hour by J.M. Barrie
One Touch of Venus by Ogden Nash and S.J. Perelman
Festival Theater presents:
An Ideal Husband by Oscar Wilde
The Women by Clare Booth Luce
Court House Theater presents:
The Cherry Orchard by Anton Chekhov
John Bull’s Other Island by Bernard Shaw
On a Pedestal: From Renaissance Chopines to Baroque
Heels – The Bata Shoe Museum is pleased to announce a once
in a lifetime opportunity with exceptionally rare fashionable shoes
worn 1500-1660. Every girl’s dream! Cost is $12 for adults.
The Slanguage of Glass – At the York Quay Centre (Harbourfront Centre).The Harbourfront Centre is a downtown
performing and arts mecca with multiple stages and performances both indoor and outdoor all clustered right on the
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water.This is just one spoken language performance at one
particular building. Check out www.harbourfrontcentre.com to
get all the details and pricing for shows.
Second City for Mayor – Second City is a world renowned
comedy troupe.Tickets range from $24-$29. Come prepared to
laugh your pants off as Second City tries to convince you why
they should be the next Mayor of Toronto. Go to www.secondcity.com and select Toronto as your destination.
Stratford Shakespeare Festival – Visit www.stratfordfestival.ca for theater locations and times of the varying productions
including As You Like It, Kiss Me Kate, Peter Pan and Dangerous
Liaisons.
Rock of Ages – A whirlwind romance between a girl and a boy
who fall in love at a rock concert over numerous smash hits
from the 80s. Get ready to hear music from Journey, Foreigner,
Styx, REO Speedwagon, Pat Benatar,Twisted Sister, Poison, Asia
and Whitesnake just to name a few. Get your tickets and price
information at www.mirvish.com.
Mysteriously Yours Mystery Dinner Theater – Who took
the D-I-Y approach to murder? Find out by checking out www.
mysteriouslyyours.com. Hilarious, interactive murder mysteries
where you participate in the solving of whodunit?!
Free Historic Walking Tours – Heritage Toronto Walks is
a true community project.The tours are researched, designed
and led by local historians, groups, and professionals from across
the city, who volunteer their time and energy. No reservations
required. Just visit www.heritagetoronto.com for details, times
and locations.
The Toronto Zoo – This is pretty self explanatory. Admission is $21.Visit www.torontozoo.com for details and to look
at the special exhibits there during October including Sharks at
Stingray Bay.
Sailing on the Kajama – The Kajama is a traditional 165
three-mast tall ship. Kajama is a piece of history so sit back and
relax during your sailing adventure.Visit www.tallshipcruisestoronto.com.The cost is $21.95 with special group rate pricing
available.
Tour Toronto – Genova Tours takes tourists on a variety of
30 different theme tours including tours of Chinatown, Little
India, and Yorkville. And yes, you can even go on a ghost tour of
the city of Toronto. Visit: http://billgenova.tripod.com/genovatours/index.html for details.
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2010
Preconvention Workshops
September 30–October 1

2010: A STRONG AND UNITED ASPSN

Greetings from the Treasurer
Debby Booth, RN, CPSN
ASPSN Treasurer
We have worked diligently over the past months and approved
our Convention and General Operating Budgets. It is a challenge in
these economic times to start out with a projected budget that is
not showing a profit. We are hopeful that we will have many good
sponsors to offset our convention expenses and make a profit. As I
have mentioned in the past, our membership has declined and that is
one of our key areas for showing a profit.
We need all members to renew and ask colleagues that aren’t members to join and support our Society. The Board is exploring options to attract new members and keep current members in active
status. Also, with the increased expense of travel, our attendance at
the Conventions has dropped off. Please get those passports ready
and support our Society by booking a room in the ASPSN block of
rooms held by the hotel. Our contract with convention hotels for
the number of rooms is projected several years in advance. It is crucial to fill the number of rooms in our block as it provides us with
more meeting rooms; we do not want to pay for rooms not booked.
We met one weekend for our Spring Board Meeting in Nashville.
LuAnn graciously hosted the meeting at her home providing the
food, drink, and beds. This effort really saves the Society some
money on those expenses. It is fortunate three of the Board members live in the same city. I want members to know the Board really
works at being frugal in planning our meetings.
I hope everyone has a safe and relaxing summer this year. Remember, if you are not able to take a vacation, there are lots of inexpensive ways to entertain the family just staying near home. Your
family outings can be local trips to state parks, museums, zoos, and
historical places around your hometown. The best part is just being
together and relaxing, doing your favorite things.

Special Features
The Special Feature section will highlight an important field in
plastic surgery nursing. For example, the September/October
edition highlights pediatric issues. Within the special topic, we will
include clinical pearls, new research articles, articles to discuss
within journal club, and possibly a great success story. WE NEED
YOUR EXPERT HELP to make this a success. Below, you will see
the agenda of special topics. I, personally, ask that if you have anything to contribute, please contact me at Haleyjohnstonwood@
gmail.com.
2010 Newsletter Special Feature Agenda:
Sept/Oct: Pediatric issues • Nov/Dec: Body contouring
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Aesthetic Lines
Marilyn Cassetta, RN, BSN, CPSN
Aesthetic Medicine may have come a long way, baby, but where
the heck are we going?
I don’t know about you, or your town, but in Sydney,Australia,
there’s a very ugly side to the business of beauty, and it’s growing at a pandemic rate. Eighteen years ago, when I arrived as a
teacher and trainer for the Collagen Corporation, there might
have been 10 dedicated cosmetic medical practices, not including
the Board Certified Plastic Surgeons, in all of Sydney.Today, in one
post-code alone, as noted in a pharmaceutical website that helps
you locate a “doctor near you,” there were over 80 practitioners
located within just a 2 mile radius!
Recently, I came across an intriguing article published in the Plastic
and Reconstructive Surgery journal:“Who is Providing Aesthetic
Surgery?” It is authored by several Southern California plastic
surgeons (one of whom is Dr. Subhas Gupta, who spoke on
“Developing Nursing Leadership Skills” at our recent 7th Annual
Aesthetic Symposium in Washington, DC).
The focus of the article was to examine the geographic distribution and training backgrounds of cosmetic practitioners in

Southern California. Its implications were that there were significant increases in the number of non-plastic surgeons performing cosmetic procedures. It suggests that this phenomena, this
unimpeded growth in practitioners, has the potential to not only
have an impact on the plastic surgery practitioner by increasing
competition, but more importantly, in my opinion, the question of
assurance of patient safety.
In this study, two areas of aesthetic surgery were targeted: hyaluronic acid fillers and liposuction. I will only address the providers of hyaluronic acid fillers in the region studied, which encompassed a 120 mile radius in the Los Angeles/San Diego area.There
were found to be 1,867 providers of hyaluronic acid fillers.The
specialty with the largest number of providers is plastic surgery.
The trend across all specialties noted was to have multiple practice locations.
From the highest to the lowest number, these are the specialties
encountered:
Plastic Surgeons – 495
Dermatologists – 411
Primary Care physicians – 377
(continued on page 6)
Otolarygologists – 175

Step 1:

Step 2:

Kick back in your favorite armchair

Start up your laptop and enjoy

and prop up your feet.

free CME/CE at www.ieaesthetics.com
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(continued from page 5)

Okay, so far that seems like what one might expect. Now for the
really scary part, remember, these are providers of hyaluronic acid
filler, not neurotoxins:
Ophthamologists – 91
Ob/Gyns – 63
Emergency medicine – 48
General Surgeons – 46
Anesthesiologists – 36
Unknown – 34
Oral/Maxillofacial Surgeons – 16
Dentists – 15
Pediatricians – 14
Physician Assistants/Nurse Practitioners – 11
Radiologists – 9
Physiatrists – 6
Orthopedic Surgeons – 5
Urologists – 5
Neurologists – 5
Pathologists – 4
Psychiatrist – 1

gery Journals; subscribe to various online medical newsletters;
maintain (and nurture) your association with ASPSN; have you
achieved your Certified Plastic Surgical Nurse status; attend your
professional organization’s annual conferences; attend appropriate
educational courses offered by the various biomedical and pharmaceutical companies?

We all know that competition is healthy; it will and should keep
you on your toes. However, with this unprecedented growth in
non-surgical procedures, products, and providers, the prospective
patient is bound to be confounded and confused.They may think,
“Should I pick a provider at a medical practice, medi-spa, or salon?” Should that selection be based on who offers the cheapest
prices or who uses the largest advertisements?

I suggest that we, as Aesthetic Nurse Specialists and Plastic Surgery Nurses, unite, not just by association, but in ethical and moral values, in certifying all of our membership, in upholding the highest standards of education and practice, in being the patient’s
advocate first, and their providers of non-surgical cosmetic
procedures second, second to none!

To quote the words of the article’s principle author, Dr. Matthew
Camp:“The forces of the free market will favor the superior
practitioner.”

Reference
Camp MC,Wong WW,Wong RY, Camp JS, Son AK, Gupta SC.
Who is providing aesthetic surgery? A detailed examination of
the geographic distribution and training backgrounds of cosmetic practitioners in southern California. Plas Reconstr Surg.
2010;125:1257-1262.

Do you read your copy of Plastic Surgical Nursing cover-to-cover;
peruse your doctor’s recycled Plastic and Reconstructive Sur-

I continue to do this, even as an RN of 36 years, who has been
specializing in non-surgical cosmetic treatments for over 26 years.
Why? Wouldn’t I think I’ve learned enough by now?
One can never learn enough or know enough.Try to keep an
open mind to all approved (and some not-yet-approved) products and procedures, not only to quench your own thirst for
knowledge, but because you should also be hungry to be the best
resource for non-surgical cosmetic medical information to your
patients. I believe it is these behaviors, in addition to one’s personal standards, morals, and ethics that do (and will continue to)
separate you, head and shoulders above the rest, from the evergrowing crowd of providers of aesthetic medical procedures.

Editorial
Haley Wood, MSN, WHNP, CPSN - Newsletter Editor

than they had been before treatment.”

Monthly, I receive the electronic version of Cosmetic Surgery
Times in my e-mail inbox. Within the literature, a bold title
catches my attention, “Study: Botox may slow emotional communication.” I am thinking to myself, “Well, of course it does!”
Did we need a study to prove the obvious? The drug is FDA
approved to reduce glabellar lines and glabellar lines result
from frowning, hence the frown is reduced. Who wants to
scowl? I would much prefer a “happier frown” of sorts. As I
continued to read the author’s description of the study, he
pointed out that after Botox treatments, “participants were
slower to understand sentences conveying sadness or anger

The study suggests that our own personal expressions help us
understand the emotional world around us. Studying only 40
women, when over eleven million women have had Botox treatments since its approval in 2002, would be considered a design
flaw. Given all of this, I have to ask myself if I interpret the world
differently when I am loaded up with Botox? When my face is
“frozen in time,” do I feel the world is “frozen” as well? Um, no!
I know when my son is sad, or mad or glad, regardless of my
frozen face! I can interpret his emotions just as quickly as when
I am non-botox-ed! Likewise, he can interpret my emotions regardless of my Botox status! I do have a mouth, you know!
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What's New in Wound Care
Marcia Spear, DNP, ACNP-BC, CWS, CPSN
As a Certified Wound Care Specialist, keeping track of all the
new innovations in wound care is an endless task. I often find
myself just skimming the surface of the numerous journals and
newsletters that cross my desk in any given month. It would be
a full time job to read each article critically. So, as many other
providers, I pick and choose based on interest as is the case
in this particular incident. I read an article on Procellera™
(Vomaris, Chandler, AZ), a bioelectric dressing that treats both
acute and chronic wounds. Of course, I was a bit curious and
wanted more information.The information I gleaned is presented below.
Procellera™ with PROSIT® Technology is a sterile, single layer
dressing consisting of a proprietary blend of elemental silver
and zinc that are held in position on a polyester fabric with
a biocompatible binder. PROSIT® Technology is a pattern of
micro batteries that contact wounded tissue directly. When
moistened, a small amount of current is produced.This physiologic current of injury is necessary for the initiation of wound
healing and the transport of cells to the healing site. Fibroblasts,
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keratinocytes, neutrohils and mast cells migrate in the presence
of low level micro-currents. Additionally, microbial killing in a
bioelectric field is enhanced when electrically charged microbes
are attracted to the positive pole containing silver. Gram negative and positive microbes carry a negative charge. Silver binds
to the microbes destroying their respiratory function.The silver
also kills viruses and fungi in a similar fashion.
Procellera™ is the only FDA approved bioelectric dressing for
partial and full thickness wounds such as pressure, diabetic, and
venous ulcers, burns, surgical incisions and graft sites.
Procellera™ is applied as a single layer dressing that is cut to
fit the wound and should be moistened with saline or water
prior to application.The dotted side of the dressing is against
and directly contacting the wound surface. A secondary dressing is necessary to help maintain the moist environment such as
a transparent film, dry gauze, or a foam dressing. A deep wound
may be packed with the pre-moistened Procellera™.The dressing may be left in place up to 7 days. If the dressing becomes
dry, it may be pre-moistened for gentle removal.The safety of
use longer than 28 days has not been studied. Procellera™
should not be used with other topical agents such as antimicro(continued on page 8)
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Know Your Board Members!
LuAnn Buchholz, RN, CPSN
Board position:
ASPSN President
Current position
and affiliation:
Manager at Vanderbilt Medical
Center
What influenced
you to go into plastic surgical nursing?
Actually it was a fluke. I was in marketing for a home health
agency. A plastic surgeon had a wound care patient with us,
and I made a call on his office for new orders and told him
I had worked in the OR and would he let me observe some
day. He agreed and I observed my first face lift, breast augmentation, liposuction, etc. I was fascinated and asked him if
he ever needed anyone PRN. I quickly quit the home care job
and became the only RN in his practice.
What are the biggest challenges and joys of your current
position?
The joys and challenges are one in the same: dealing with
my staff. Some days I am their mother, friend, disciplinarian,
therapist…the list goes on. I try to keep the staff positive and
focused so they keep patient safety and satisfaction at the top
of the list.
Professional accomplishment of which you are most
proud:
I am most proud of working on the ASPSN board and eventually becoming ASPSN President.
Personal accomplishment of which you are most proud:
Aside from my children Tyler (23) and Caroline (21), I am
amazed at the many different areas of nursing in which I have
worked after over 30 years and how each job prepared me
for management.
What influenced you to get into leadership with ASPN?
The people! At my first Southeast conference in 1995, I realized I had met friends that would last a lifetime. I was right!
What is the best thing about serving on the ASPN Board
of Directors?
It is good to see us coming together and working as a team
of nurses who have to now learn how to think in the business world.
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Hobbies:
I enjoy cooking and travel.
Pets:
Jafar, an 80 pound, 10 year-old, retired, rescue greyhound who
thinks he is a lap dog!
What excited you the most about the 2009 convention
in Seattle?
Presenting at ASPS Opening ceremonies – I felt like Cinderella at the ball!
If you could have any superpower, what would it be?
To be able to fly on a whim…I know there has been a terrible mistake; I was meant to live in the Caribbean where it is
warm year round.

What's New in Wound Care
(continued from page 7)

bial ointments, enzymatic debriders or any other silver or zinc
containing creams.
So, of course, the next step was to look in the literature for
supporting evidence on the use of Procellera™ for wound healing. I found two studies that are still recruiting. One study was
an interventional trial on the efficacy of Procellera™ wound
dressing on skin graft donor sites. Another study was a randomized control trial of Procellera™ wound dressing with negative
pressure wound therapy in the healing of diabetic and pressure
ulcers of the foot. Scott Sheftel, MD, a dermatologist from Tucson Arizonia, is behind the technology. Dr. Sheftel has conducted
clinical trials, presented case studies and is a consultant for
Vomaris, the manufacturer of Procellera™. More randomized
clinical trials are definitely warranted. Although the technology
displays merit, I am not convinced. Pope, a famous English poet,
once said, “Be not the first by which the new is tried, nor the
last to lay the old aside.” This makes perfect sense to me.
Reference
A Randomized, Controlled Trial of the Procellera™ Wound
Dressing Used With Negative Pressure Wound Therapy
(NPWT) in the Healing of Diabetic and Pressure Ulcers of the
Foot. Retrieved 6/2/2010 from www.clinicaltrialsfeed.org.
Efficacy of the PROCELLERA Wound Dressing in the Healing of
Skin Graft Donor Sites. Retrieved 6/2/2010 from www.clinicaltrialsfeed.org.
http://www.procellera.com/about/bioelectric
http://www/procellera.com/about/prosit
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